Comparison between local field potentials and unit cluster activity in primary auditory cortex and anterior auditory field in the cat.
Multi-unit (MU) activity and local field potentials (LFP) were simultaneously recorded from 161 sites in the middle cortical layers of the primary auditory cortex (AI) and the anterior auditory field (AAF) in 51 cats. Responses were obtained for frequencies between 625 Hz and 40 kHz, at intensities from 75 dB SPL to threshold. We compared the response properties of MU activity and LFP triggers, in terms of characteristic frequency (CF), threshold at CF, minimum latency and frequency tuning-curve bandwidth 20 dB above threshold. On average, thresholds at CF were significantly lower for LFP events than those for MU spikes (4.6 dB for AI, and 3 dB for AAF). Minimum latencies were significantly shorter for LFP events than for MU spikes (1.5 ms in AI, and 1.7 ms in AAF). Frequency tuning curves were significantly broader for LFP events than those for MU spikes (1.0 octave in AI, and 1.3 octaves in AAF). In contrast, the CF was not significantly different between LFP events and MU spikes. The LFP results indicate that cortical neurons receive convergent sub-cortical inputs from a broad frequency range. The sharper tuning curves for MU activity compared to those of LFP events are likely the result of intracortical inhibitory processes.